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The anti spam solution at UMATES is SPAMfighter!
UMATES produces carrying cases and accessories for laptops and is one of the leading
manufacturers in the market – the products are sold worldwide. The company primarily
communicates through email, so it is necessary to have a solution that filters spam from normal
emails. It saves time and helps avoid virus, malware and other attacks. For maximum protection
UMATES wanted a product that was reliable and with a high block rate.
UMATES receives over 20,000 emails per month. This shows how dependent UMATES is of their
mail system and on avoiding attacks.
Instead of hiring a large IT department that would monitor all incoming mails and cost a lot of
money, UMATES now have a fully reliable and cost‐efficient system.
We were searching for a great anti spam product in the market with following requirements:
•

Whitelisting/Blacklisting

•

Community based filtering

•

High block rate

•

Local language

•

Time saving

The choice was simple for us, as SPAMfighter had all these elements in their product.

After trying several anti spam solutions, UMATES agreed that SPAMfighter was the right solution;
SPAMfighter meet their demands for efficiency, affordability and continuous updates, which are
crucial in the fight against spam.
Jonas Beck, Market Development manager has the following comments:
“UMATES has chosen SPAMfighter because of its efficient anti spam and phishing filter that can be
implemented as a plug‐in for Outlook, Thunderbird or Windows Mail. All emails marked as spam
automatically sorted into a spam folder. Another important reason was the unique SPAMfighter
“community” in which the users can exchange information on emails and files that are not
recognized by SPAMfighter. This allows these files to be added to the filter and from then on they
will be recognized and moved.”
After UMATES integrated SPAMfighter to their system the employees saved about 15 minutes of
their valuable time every day; not having to spend time sorting e‐mails. And the risk of getting
infected by virus, malware and other is a lot lower than it was before.
”To sum up we selected SPAMfighter instead of other providers because of the efficient filtering at
a favorable price.”, Jonas Beck adds.
ABOUT UMATES A/S
UMATES are a Danish company with more than 30 years of experience within the IT business ‐
experience that UMATES puts to use when developing and designing products for laptop
computers. UMATES A/S was established in 1997 and has always focused on developing and
designing the best products for professional laptop users. UMATES is based in Karlslunde,
Denmark and headed and owned by Kim Rasmussen.
ABOUT SPAMFIGHTER

SPAMfighter is Europe's leading spam filter developer. The Danish company is owned by the
founders of Jubii.dk, Henrik Sorensen and Martin Thorborg, together with two programmers,
Daniel Hjortholt and Martin Dyring. SPAMfighter employs 35 people and is based in Copenhagen.
SPAMfighter North America is based in Boca Raton, Florida and is headed by Martin Thorborg.

